
Annotating What We Read

~Literature

~ Non-fiction



What is annotating?

➢Making connections to our reading

➢Interacting with the text as you read

➢Getting in deep with the theme, plot, purpose,

literary elements and characters

➢Close reading

➢a reading strategy designed to help you focus in 

on key details in a book, and gather evidence 

for discussions and assignments





Why do we annotate?
✓It's easier than constantly taking notes while 

reading

✓when you get to an important point, you can just put 

a sticky note on the page and quickly get your 

thoughts down

✓Makes it easy to go back to important parts of  

the text later

✓Efficient for assessment and understanding

✓Great skill building for the future!



How do I know when to annoatate?
Fictional Reading: 

❖Look for big elements of  fiction:

❖characterization 

❖conflict

❖literary elements: stereotype, symbol, conflict, etc.

❖Whenever you have a question about the text

❖the action

❖characters

❖plot, etc

make a note so you can answer 
it later, or hope to find the 
answer as you read



Fictional Reading Cont.

❖Make predicitons

❖as the story develops, predict what you think will

happen next, or what you think a scene means

❖Guide your reading by using writing 

prompts/major themes developed in class

❖EX: For the Giver, we focused on character 

traits and plot, so it would have been 

important to watch for details showing the 

traits of  a certain character or two of  focus as 

well as key plot points.



How do I annotate?
• In- text : where you literally are writing in the 

margins of  your reading source, be it book, 
article, photocopy

• Post-it:

– as you read, you will place a post-it in the book 
(I'll be showing you exactly what to do) with the 
required or necessary info.

– some people color code their post-its:

• red = conflict and plot

• yellow = character information

• blue = questions and predictions

• etc. 

** some people just mark the
page with the post-it & go
back later to write the info.



Active Reading Example





What do I have to put on my post-it 

for class?
✓Term: Literary terms we will be learning

✓Evidence: “quote from the text”

*will include: page and paragraph #

✓Commentary: 2-3 sentences showing the 

connection between the quote and the term



DO THIS →

NOT THIS →

Thunder cracks outside as Vivian 

walks into the room, which gives me a 

small knot in my stomach. I think the 

author is using that weather effect to 

make readers fear this new character. 

Will Vivian be the ultimate villain of  

this story or is the author just trying 

to trick me?

Ooooh, I LOVE this! 

I'm scared and so happy right now!



DO THIS →

NOT THIS →

The author keeps taking us back to 

this post office. This  is the third 

time we've been here, so I'm 

wondering what's the significance 

about this. I think it might be 

symbolically important, but I don't 

get it. Author, what's with your post 

office obsession?!

Wait, what?

I don't understand



Post-It Example
Element: Foreshadow

Text Evidence: “and you shall be upheld in more 
than this” pg. 36 P1

Commentary: If Scrooge touches the spirit’s heart, 
he will not only be able to fly, but will begin to 
change his own heart and become a better person. 
Kind-of how the Grinch had a bigger and better 
heart when he understood the true spirit of 
Christmas.



Will my annotations be graded?

DUH!!!!!

• I will check "daily", per schedule, to see that 
you are in fact annotating and with the 
required amount of  post-its.

• I will also be randomly selelcting a post-it 
here and there to check that you are putting 
effort into the actual annoation 

&

• There will be post-it annotation timed 
writing assignments… more on that one 
later....


